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From the 12th to the 14th of March, two transition year students, Emma O 
Leary, and myself, Anoushka Nolan, were selected to participate in the 
Albanian virtual European Youth Parliament called Allied Digital 2021.  
 
The weekend consisted of one day of teambuilding activities, a day of 
committee work and a day of the general assembly, along with some very 
exciting activities at night. 
 
Our weekend began on Friday at 12.30, where we joined a zoom call, along 
with fellow delegates, to meet others and begin teambuilding. Altogether 
there were 6 committees consisting of about 8 delegates.  
 
After a general round of teambuilding, we were separated into our individual 
committees. My committee was ENVI I which was the committee on 
Environment, Public Health and Food Safety I. Our topic for this session was 
intimate partner violence (IPV), increasing for women due to lockdown and 
what measures should the EU take to approach the issue.  
 
Emma's committee was CULT, which was the committee on Culture and 
Education. Her committee’s topic was to discuss the issue of negative policies 
around LGBTQ+ identity teaching in schools, and what measures can the EU 
take to promote inclusion of LGBTQ+ related content in the curriculum, while 
safeguarding the rights of LGBTQ+ people. 
 
We had never met anyone on our committee before Friday, but after 
teambuilding sessions with our individual committees, they became close 
teammates with whom we could discuss (and debate) important topics. 



On Saturday, it took a lot of hard work and, of course, some fun games, to 
finally come to a conclusion. Many healthy debates were held over the 
committee work sessions, which led to all committees coming to a motion for 
a resolution for each of our topics.  
 
The resolution contains all identified issues (i.cs) and all our suggestions of 
what we want to come into action (o.cs).  
 
On the Sunday it was time for the general assembly, where every committee 
came together to pitch for their resolution and defend it from all the attack 
speeches. Emma and I both did a round of response to debate for our 
committees. We both also made some very good points on other committees' 
resolutions. 
 

EYP wouldn’t be the same without just dance and crazy energisers. On 
Saturday night they held a Euro concert where delegates and committees had 
submitted entries to be shown and judged by the wonderful organiser, Lana. 
My committee lip synced along to you don’t know your beautiful with our 
snazzy glasses. Emma's committee lip synced to one of Lady Gagas songs and 
both of our entries were very entertaining. Alongside that Emma submitted a 
fantastic entry of her dancing to Womaniser and won the competition. 
 

Overall, the weekend was an amazing experience. EYP is a space where you 
have a space to voice your opinions and meet some wonderful people. 
 


